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Szrek2Solutions’ Electronic Draw Solution launched by Florida Lottery
East Greenwich, RI, January 2020: Szrek2Solutions LLC (Szrek) announced that Florida Lottery
has launched Szrek’s Electronic Draw Solution for transparent random number generation for
its Raffle and Second Chance games, in partnership with IGT Corporation. Florida Lottery has
moved from using their in-house solutions for promotional games (for Raffle and Second
Chance games) to using Szrek’s Electronic Draw System (EDS). The move to using Szrek’s System
will continue to ensure utmost draw security and provide the Florida Lottery with a state-of-the
art EDS.
Szrek has deployed its complete draw solution consisting of Trusted Draw™, to perform secure
and easy-to-manage draws, and Trusted Audit™, for integrity verification. For Raffle and Second
Chance Games, Trusted Draw selects up to 25,000 winners from an input file that handles up to
200 million records, completing a draw with very complex rules within seconds. The Szrek
system also ensures cryptographic randomness of all draw results and draw nonrepudiation. As
part of the random number generation, Trusted Draw creates proof of draw integrity, which is
verified by the independent Trusted Audit system to detect any integrity issues like hardware or
software errors or fraud.
The Szrek platform has been field proven for fifteen years, generating hundreds of thousands of
random numbers daily and the RNG products have run flawlessly since the first day of
operations in 2005. The RNG and audit solutions offered by Szrek have been patented in the US
and internationally, and the RNG has been certified numerous times by several labs in the US
and Europe. The audit platform mathematically proves integrity of these random numbers and
the associated game data, such as data in input files for Raffle and Second Chance.
Szrek2Solutions is a leading provider of reliable secure electronic draw systems and high
performance RNG solutions for on-line games and e-instants. Partnering with leading vendors
and lotteries, Szrek has deployed its unique auditable RNG platform in the US and
internationally since 2005 and has an outstanding track record for its exceptional technology
and excellent support. Headquartered in Rhode Island, USA, with a European office in Portugal,
Szrek’s customers include IGT Corporation, Iowa Lottery, Ithuba Holdings (South Africa), Loterie
Nationale (Luxemburg), Lottomatica SpA (Italy), Oregon Lottery, Sisal SpA (Italy), Scientific
Games International, and Texas Lottery.
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